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This study develops a framework that combines different management science methods to provide
insights concerning the performance of retailing stores. First, the framework enables to specify
appropriate targets for stores of a retail network using data envelopment analysis. This involves
comparing stores within homogenous groups, that is, supermarkets and hypermarkets. Second, the
framework compares the overall performance of these two groups. This requires the combined use of
a Malmquist-type index and statistical tests. This index is decomposed into sub-indices for comparing
the differences between groups in terms of the efficiency spread in each group of stores and the
productivity differences between the best-practice frontiers spanned by the benchmark stores from
each group. The hypothesis tests are used to verify if the differences between groups captured by the
sub-indices are statistically significant.
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1. Introduction

This study aims to apply to a retail network, a framework

that combines management science methods (data envelop-

ment analysis (DEA), Malmquist indices and statistical tests)

to provide insights concerning the performance of stores.

First, a DEA model enables to specify appropriate targets

for stores of a retailing network. This involves comparing

stores of the same type, that is, supermarkets or hypermar-

kets, within their group. Second, a Malmquist-type index

(MI) complemented by statistical hypothesis tests enables

comparing the overall performance of those groups, which

requires characterizing their productivity levels. The models

and methods developed in this paper were motivated by the

problems faced in a real-world organisation. Our aim was

to design a new method to compare the performance of

different types of stores, that can contribute to the

enhancement of the operation of retailing organisations,

guiding them towards continuous improvement.

From the company perspective, this research intended

to contribute to the specification of appropriate sales

targets for each store. At present, these targets are defined

on a yearly basis by the planning and control department

of the company. The sales potential of each store is

determined on the basis of internal benchmarking to ensure

that the targets defined are achievable. Assuring equity in

this process is an issue that must be carefully considered.

This has led the planning and control department of the

company to classify the stores into homogenous groups

that are analysed separately in the internal benchmarking

process: the hypermarkets and the supermarkets. The

criteria that differentiates the two groups is based on floor

area and the size of the urban area where the stores are

located. Internal benchmarking is carried out within each

group to compare the stores performance. This involves

the analysis of performance indicators, which include ratios

of outcomes (eg, sales or profit) over resources (eg, number

of employees or costs) and environmental conditions

reflecting market potential (eg, population or competition).

The main difficulty of this process is to identify fair bench-

marks for a given store, such that the sales target defined is

accepted by the store manager.

One of the limitations of using a set of indicators for per-

formance appraisal is that they cannot be used in a straight-

forward manner to set targets. This is because each single

indicator has to be compared with some benchmark value,

without regarding the remaining aspects of the store activity

that are not accounted for in that indicator. Although any

particularly poor value of an indicator identifies an aspect of

the store activity in special need of improvement, the target

levels cannot be estimated with confidence, as achieving a

target for one indicator may have implications on other

dimensions of store activity. We believe that the use of

enhanced productivity measurement methods, such as DEA
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for benchmarking purposes in the retailing sector can

contribute in a positive way to overcome this limitation.

The second objective of this paper concerns the

comparison of productivity between the groups of super-

market stores and the hypermarket stores. From a strategic

perspective, it is important to understand which type of

store is more productive, and to quantify the productivity

difference. This analysis also intents to explore if there are

reasons for supporting the current option of the company

to separate the internal benchmarking analysis of super-

markets from the analysis of hypermarkets.

For the groups comparison, we combine the use of a

MI with statistical tests. The calculation of the MI is based

on distance functions, which can be estimated using

DEA models. The MI is usually applied to the measure-

ment of productivity change over time, and can be multi-

plicatively decomposed into an efficiency-change index and

a technological-change index. This paper uses a modified

version of the MI, whose fundamental characteristic is to

focus on group comparisons in a static setting. This index

can be decomposed into sub-indices for comparing the

efficiency spread in each group, and the productivity

differences between the best-practice frontiers of each

group. The evaluation of the efficiency spread within the

groups gives an indication to what extent the performance

of the stores is homogeneous, that is, if all supermarkets

and hypermarkets are equally close to the best-practice

levels observed within their own group, or if in one group

the stores are closer to the frontier than in the other. The

value of the sub-index comparing the frontiers’ productivity

quantifies the magnitude of the differences in the location

of the best-practice frontiers, which can be relevant infor-

mation for strategic purposes. The hypothesis tests are used

to verify if the differences between groups captured by the

sub-indices are statistically significant. From a managerial

perspective, if the sub-index comparing the frontier pro-

ductivity reveals statistically significant differences, it should

be interpreted as an evidence that the benchmarking

analysis should be done separately for each group of stores.

This paper is organised as follows. The next section

provides a brief review of the literature on retailing per-

formance. Section 3 describes the performance assessment

methods used in this paper (DEA and Malmquist indices).

It also describes the hypothesis tests proposed for exploring

if the differences between the two types of stores analysed

are statistically significant, as captured by the MI and its

components. At the end of this section, we provide a brief

demonstration of how these methods can be combined

to assess performance using illustrative examples generated

by a Monte Carlo simulation. Section 4 describes the con-

textual setting of the retailing sector and provides a brief

description of the company used as a case study, whose

stores operate in Portugal. Section 5 reports the results of

the assessment and discusses their managerial implications.

The last section concludes.

2. Review of literature on retailing performance

Efficiency and productivity are important issues in the

retailing sector, which affect the performance of stores.

Those concepts are sometimes used interchangeably in

the retailing literature (such as in Kamakura et al, 1996;

Donthu and Yoo, 1998). To clarify the distinction between

the efficiency and productivity concepts that underlie this

study, consider the case of production units, hereafter

called decision-making units (DMUs) that use one input to

produce one output. Productivity is defined as the ratio of

output produced over input used by the DMU. Efficiency

compares this ratio in each DMU with the best ratio

observed among all DMUs. Thus, productivity is an

absolute concept whereas efficiency is a relative measure.

A DMU is efficient if it achieves the highest ratio observed

in all DMUs analysed, and the magnitude of inefficiency

reflects the level of underachievement in relation to the

maximum productivity level observed in the sample.

Traditionally, in a retailing setting, ratio analysis, such

as in Lusch and Moon (1984), and regression, such as in

Jones and Mock (1984), were the methods more often

used for performance assessments. Despite their popularity,

they have some limitations. Each individual ratio examines

only a part of the DMU activity, and therefore a com-

prehensive performance evaluation must be based on the

analysis of several ratios. Therefore, it may be difficult to

gain an overall view of performance, as the number

of ratios that can be computed for each unit may be

unmanageably large. The use of regression analysis

for managerial purposes is widespread. However, it is

based on average performance, whereas for benchmarking

analysis the focus should be on the best observed practices.

Given these limitations, alternative techniques have been

proposed in the literature, such as Stochastic Frontier

Approach (SFA) (Aigner et al, 1977) and DEA (Charnes

et al, 1978). SFA imposes a parametric structure on the

production technology and on the efficiency distribution,

implying that all observations on the frontier must use the

same technology. The DEA method uses the idea of

assessing the efficiency of the DMUs without requiring

the specification of a functional form for the production

frontier. Therefore, it is defined by piecewise linear

segments that connect the set of frontier observations,

which correspond to the best performers. Although DEA

has the advantage of imposing minimal assumptions on the

shape of the production technology, it is a deterministic

method, which does not account for random effects in the

data. DEA has become the most widely used method for

undertaking efficiency assessments. Some of the reasons

that explain the preference for DEA in empirical contexts

is that the technique is based on multi-input and multi-

output frontier representations of the production tech-

nology, it does not require information on prices, and it

can incorporate input and output variables measured
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in different scales. Furthermore, DEA results are easily

obtained using linear programming.

The main focus of previous literature on retail productiv-

ity has been on the measurement and improvement of

performance of companies from an industry (eg, Doutt,

1984; Good, 1984; Lusch and Moon, 1984; Ratchford and

Brown, 1985; Ratchford, 2003), or retail stores from the

same company (eg, Weitzel et al, 1989). Concerning the

objectives of the analysis, several studies focused on labour

productivity because the retailing activity is labour intensive,

and therefore personnel expenditures are of great impor-

tance (eg, Ratchford and Brown, 1985; Athanassopoulos,

2004). Examples of studies that analysed other aspects that

may influence store productivity, such as merchandise

assortment, location, behavioural outcomes and environ-

mental conditions, include Mahajan et al (1985), Donthu

and Yoo (1998) and Thomas et al (1998).

The use of frontier techniques, such as DEA, has been

recognised as a particularly appropriate method for perfor-

mance assessments of stores within a company, such as in

Thomas et al (1998), which assessed home furnishings and

household items stores, and Grewal et al (1999) for stores

of automobile parts. Concerning food-based outlets, few

studies analysed the performance of multiple stores within

the same organisation, such as Keh and Chu (2003), Barros

and Alves (2004), Camanho et al (2009) and Vaz et al

(2010), which analysed supermarkets from an organisation.

DEA was also used to assess the efficiency of supermarket

chains by Athanassopoulos and Ballantine (1995). The

study described in this paper intends to define models based

on DEA that fulfil the needs of retailing organisations

management. The biggest challenge in performance assess-

ments has been the unavailability of data, which hinders the

development of robust models. Data availability often

affects model development to an undesirable extent, where

in fact modelling is done for the data available rather than

the best formulation of the model.

3. Performance assessment methodology

This section describes the performance assessment

method that enables setting store targets and comparing

the performance between stores of different types.

The DEA model used to set targets is described in the

next section. The MI, which is used for performance

comparisons between groups, is described in the follow-

ing section. The index enables management to compare

the efficiency spread in each group and the productivity

differences between the best-practice frontiers of each

group. The significance of the differences in group

performance is tested using statistical hypothesis tests.

Finally, we illustrate the integrated use of the MI and

hypothesis tests with the analysis of four random

samples generated by a Monte Carlo simulation.

3.1. DEA

DEA is a linear programming-based technique for

measuring the relative efficiency of a fairly homogeneous

set of DMUs in their use of multiple inputs to produce

multiple outputs. It identifies a subset of efficient ‘best-

practice’ DMUs and for the remaining DMUs, the

magnitude of their inefficiency is derived by comparison

to a frontier constructed from the ‘best practices’. DEA

derives a single summary measure of efficiency for each

DMU. For the inefficient DMUs, DEA derives efficient

input and output targets and a reference set (or peer

group), corresponding to the subset of efficient DMUs to

which they were directly compared.

The original DEA model proposed by Charnes et al

(1978) assumed that all inputs and outputs can be varied

at the discretion of managers. These may be called

discretionary variables. However, often factors not

subject to managerial control, called non-controllable

variables, may also need to be considered in retailing

performance assessments (Mahajan, 1991; Donthu and

Yoo, 1998; Athanassopoulos, 2004). This is important

to ensure fair comparisons, such that DMUs facing

unfavourable conditions that they cannot influence are

not penalised for producing less output or consuming

more inputs than their peers. As the stores activity is

critically affected by the external conditions in the

catchment area, such as population density and number

of competitors, it was important to account for their

influence in the performance assessment described in

this paper. This was accomplished by including in the

input set both store resources and non-controllable

factors reflecting environmental conditions. Note that

since the DMUs assessment is output oriented, no input

reductions are sought, and therefore both controllable

and non-controllable factors can be included in the

input constraints, with no differentiation between them

in the formulation of the linear programming model.

In order to describe the formulation of the DEA model

for an output oriented analysis, we define an input vector

x¼ (x1, . . . ,xm)ARþ
m used to produce an output vector

y¼ (y1, . . . , ys)ARþ
s in a technology involving n produc-

tion units. The efficiency of each DMU jo is given by the

reciprocal of the factor y by which the outputs of the DMU

jo can be expanded:

max hjo ¼ yjxijoX
Xn
j¼1

ljxij; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m

(

yyrjop
Xn
j¼1

ljyrj ; r ¼ 1; . . . ; s

lj X0; 8 j

)
ð1Þ
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Model (1) assesses the relative efficiency of the DMUs

in the attainment of the output levels given the resources

used and exogenous conditions. The measure of relative

efficiency, given by 1/y�, is equal to 100% when the unit

under assessment is efficient, whereas lower scores indicate

the existence of inefficiencies. The efficient units are located

in the frontier of the production possibility set identified

by the DEA model. For the inefficient units, there is

evidence that it is possible to obtain higher levels of outputs

with the same or lower levels of the inputs currently used.

For these units, it is also possible to obtain as by-products

of the DEA efficiency assessment a set of targets for

becoming efficient. The input and output targets for a

DMU jo under assessment are obtained as follows:

xijo ¼ xijo � s�i ¼
Xn
j¼1

l�j xij ;

yrjo ¼ y�oyrjo þ s�r ¼
Xn
j¼1

l�j yrj : ð2Þ

The variables si
� and sr

� are the slacks corresponding to the

input i and output r constraints, respectively, obtained at

the optimal solution to model (1). The benchmarks

for the inefficient DMUs jo are the units with values of

lj�40 in the optimal solution to model (1).

3.2. Malmquist index for group comparisons

The Malmquist index was introduced by Caves et al

(1982) and developed further in the context of perfor-

mance assessments by Färe et al (1994). The index is

usually applied to the measurement of productivity change

over time, and can be decomposed into an efficiency-

change index and a technological-change index. Similarly,

the performance index for group evaluation proposed by

Camanho and Dyson (2006) can be decomposed in two

effects: the relative positioning of the group frontiers that

affect the productivity levels, and the efficiency spread

within the groups. Thus, the comparison of different

groups can be made through Malmquist indices adapted

to a situation where different DMUs running under

different programmes are compared, rather than the same

unit in different periods of time.

Examples of this type of application can be found in

Berg et al (1993) and Pastor et al (1997) in the context

of comparisons between banks from different countries.

The banks were first assessed in relation to their own

country frontier and then the frontiers from different

countries were compared using a Malmquist index. The

Malmquist index used by these authors made use of

an average DMU (bank) for the frontier comparisons.

Each variable of the average DMU corresponded to the

mean of that variable observed in all DMUs. These

indices were based on the base period version of the

Malmquist index introduced by Berg et al (1992). More

recently, Camanho and Dyson (2006) proposed the

use of Malmquist indices to compare group frontiers

without the need to specify an average DMU. Instead,

information regarding all DMUs is used in the

Malmquist index computation.

As the index developed in Camanho and Dyson (2006)

is used in the empirical part of this paper, we will describe

it in more detail. The index is based on radial measures

defined by distance functions. Camanho and Dyson (2006)

described the input oriented version of the MI, whereas this

paper uses an output-oriented index, which is consistent

with the objectives of the retailing stores analysed in the

empirical section. The output distance function is equal to

the efficiency score estimated by model (1), which is 1/y�.
Considering dA DMUs in group A, which use the inputs

xAARþ
m to obtain the outputs yAARþ

s , and dB DMUs in

group B, which use the inputs xBARþ
m to obtain the

outputs yBARþ
s . The DMUs j¼ 1, . . . , dA from group A

are represented by their input-output vector as (xj
A, yj

A ).

Let DA(xj
A, yj

A) be the distance function of DMU j

belonging to group A when assessed in relation to tech-

nology A (defined by the DMUs belonging to group A),

and DB(xj
A, yj

A) the distance function of the same unit

assessed in relation to technology B (defined by the DMUs

belonging to group B). For DMUs in group B, we can

define similar measures. As the focus of this paper is the

performance comparison of two groups of DMUs, we use

the Malmquist index proposed by Camanho and Dyson

(2006), which aggregates the distance measures obtained

for all DMUs in each group through a geometric average,

taking the form shown in (3). This aggregation enables to

compare globally the groups’ performance.

IAB ¼
Q dA

j¼1D
AðxAj ; yAj Þ

h i 1
dA

Q dB
j¼1D

AðxBj ; yBj Þ
h i 1

dB

�
Q dA

j¼1D
BðxAj ; yAj Þ

h i 1
dA

Q dB
j¼1D

BðxBj ; yBj Þ
h i 1

dB

2
64

3
75

1
2

ð3Þ

In terms of interpretation, a score of IAB 41 indicates

better performance in group A than in group B.

This index can be decomposed in the usual way in

two components (IAB¼ IEAB � IFAB ), following the

approach by Färe et al (1994). One of the components

compares the efficiency spread within the groups (IEAB),

and the other component compares the relative position

of the group frontiers (IFAB). This decomposition means

that the sources of better performance can be associated

with two factors: less dispersion in the efficiency scores of

the DMUs within the group, and/or better productivity

associated to the group frontier.

The index IEAB (4) compares the efficiency spread

within the groups. A value of IEAB 41 means that the
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efficiency spread is smaller in DMUs from group A than in

those from group B.

IEAB ¼
Q dA

j¼1D
AðxAj ; yAj Þ

h i 1
dA

Q dB
j¼1D

BðxBj ; yBj Þ
h i 1

dB

ð4Þ

The index IFAB (5) compares the relative position of

the group frontiers by measuring the distance between the

two frontiers. This index is obtained as the geometric mean

of two components (ratios). The first component is the

geometric mean of the distances between the frontiers A

and B, when assessed for the DMUs in group A. The

second component is calculated in a similar way for the

DMUs in group B.

IFAB ¼
YdA
j¼1

DBðxAj ; yAj Þ
DAðxAj ; yAj Þ

 ! 1
dA

�
YdB
j¼1

DBðxBj ; yBj Þ
DAðxBj ; yBj Þ

 ! 1
dB

2
4

3
5

1
2

ð5Þ
If the ratios are higher than 1 for all DMUs of the two

groups, then the frontier of group A envelops the frontier

of group B. This implies that the frontiers do not cross over

and IFAB41. If there is at least one DMUwith a ratioo1

and another DMU with a ratio 41, the frontiers cross

over. Note that the value of IFAB results from aggregating

ratios obtained for individual DMUs, and therefore the

value of the index IFAB is not enough to characterise the

relative position of the group frontiers. This can only be

inferred by the analysis of individual ratios prior to their

aggregation in the Malmquist index.

3.2.1. Complementing a Malmquist index analysis with

hypothesis tests. The objective of this section is to define

a procedure for verifying, if the differences in performance

between two groups evaluated using a MI are statistically

significant. This enables the identification of the signifi-

cant effects that make one group outperform the other.

The choice of the adequate statistical tests for this

purpose and the description of the procedure combining

the use of the Malmquist index with statistical analysis is

an important methodological contribution of this paper.

The procedure proposed consists of two main steps:

(1) In the first stage, the indices IAB, IEAB and IFAB are

calculated.

(2) In the second stage, hypothesis tests are used to verify

if the differences between groups, in terms of efficiency

and productivity levels captured by the indices IEAB

and IFAB, respectively, are statistically significant.

To test, if the relative position of the group frontiers

(evaluated by the index IFAB) is statistically different, we

used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K–S test), following

the proposal of Banker (1996) regarding the definition

of appropriate statistical tests in the context of a DEA

analysis. The K–S test assesses that if two independent

samples are drawn from two similar populations (or popu-

lations with the same distribution). Note that we could

have selected other non-parametric tests such as M–W or

Median. For comparisons involving more than two

groups, it is recommended to use the Kruskal–Wallis test,

which can be used for various independent samples. To

compare the location of the group-specific frontiers, we

calculated for the DMUs in each group the efficiency

distributions with reference to the own group frontier and

with reference to the other group frontier. As the DMUs

used as reference to calculate the efficiency scores in each

group are different, the samples derived are independent.

Thus, for the DMUs in group A, the null hypothesis

compares the distribution of the estimates of DA(xj
A, yj

A),

denoted by Aownj , with the distribution of the estimates

of DB (xj
A, yj

A) denoted by Aotherj (Ho: Dist.Effic. Aownj ¼
Dist.Effic. Aotherj ). The same procedure was used for

DMUs in group B. This strategy was also used by

Cummins et al (1999) to identify the most productive

frontier. Table 1 summarises the hypothesis tests used to

compare the relative position of the frontiers.

In terms of the results that may be obtained in the two

K–S tests described in Table 1, the following situations

could occur: (i) Ho is rejected in the two groups, meaning

that the distance between the group frontiers is large and

statistically significant; (ii) Ho is not rejected in any test,

meaning that the frontiers of the groups are similar; (iii)Ho

is only rejected in one group, meaning that for some input

and output mixes, mainly observed in the group where Ho

was not rejected, the frontiers are close to each other,

whereas for the other input and output mixes the frontiers

are further apart.

The index IEAB evaluates the difference between the

efficiency spreads within the groups. We propose using the

K–S test to analyse the statistical significance of this

difference. This involves comparing the distribution of the

dispersion in the efficiency scores for the DMUs in group

A (denoted by Aownj ) with the dispersion in the efficiency

scores for the DMUs in the other group (denoted by Bownj ).

These samples are also independent. This test is sum-

marised in Table 2. If the null hypothesis is rejected, it can

be concluded that efficiency spreads within the groups are

significantly different.

Table 1 Hypothesis tests to compare the relative position of
the frontiers (IFAB)

Test Ho

K–S test for the DMUs in group A Ho: Dist.Effic. Aownj ¼Dist.Effic. Aotherj

K–S test for the DMUs in group B Ho: Dist.Effic. Bownj ¼Dist.Effic. Botherj

CB Vaz and AS Camanho—Performance comparison of retailing stores 635
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3.2.2. Illustration of the method using a Monte-Carlo

simulation. The objective of this section is to illustrate

the integrated use of the methods described in the

previous sections, which combine a MI with hypothesis

tests. For that we generate four random samples by a

Monte Carlo simulation. The four examples illustrate

different scenarios concerning the relative position of the

frontiers and the efficiency spreads within groups. Case I

represents similar frontiers, but different efficiency

spreads within groups. Cases II and III represent different

frontiers, but similar efficiency spreads within groups. In

case II one frontier envelops the other, and in case III the

frontiers crossover. Case IV is identical to case III, but

the number of DMUs in group A is half the number

generated for case III, in order to investigate the influence

of sample size. The data sets consisted of 200 DMUs for

each group (except for group A in case IV, which has

only 100 DMUs). We assume that each unit uses two

inputs (x1 and x2) to produce one output (y), as shown in

Figure 1. To allow a graphical representation of the

random samples, the inputs were normalised by the value

of the output (x1/y and x2/y). The technology was

assumed to have constant returns to scale.

The inputs were independently generated from uniform

distributions and the efficient output levels were obtained

using a known underlying technology (Cobb–Douglas), as

described in Table 3. The parameters of each function were

arbitrarily decided upon to enable testing the procedure

developed in this paper.

We generated 20% of the DMUs to be Farrell efficient.

The remaining DMUs were allocated an inefficiency

component from a half-normal distribution, as defined in

Table 4. A random noise term was also added with a

standard deviation of 0.005.

The results of the procedure developed in this paper,

including the Malmquist index and its components, as

well as the hypothesis tests are reported in Table 5 for the

four cases considered. The hypothesis tests were obtained

using SPSS, at a significance level of 5%. For each case,

we report the values of the indices IAB, IFAB and IEAB, the

p value (p) and the conclusion reached.

For case I, the hypothesis tests indicated that the

only significant difference concerns the efficiency spreads

within groups. This implies that the worst performance of

Table 2 K–S test to compare the efficiency spreads within
the groups (IEAB)

Test Ho

K–S test Ho: Dist.Effic. Aownj ¼Dist.Effic. Bownj

Figure 1 Illustration of the samples generated for cases I, II, III and IV.
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group A compared with group B revealed by the index

IAB o1 (equal to 0.831) is because of the larger efficiency

spread associated to this group (IEAB¼ 0.834).

For case II, the tests indicated that only the difference

in the relative position of the frontiers is statistically

significant. This implies that the best performance of group

A revealed by IAB¼ 1.418 is because of the highest

productivity levels associated to the frontier of this group

(IFAB¼ 1.424).

For case III, both indices IEAB and IFAB are very

close to 1, meaning that the efficiency spread within the

groups is similar, and, on average, the productivity of the

frontiers is the same. However, the hypothesis tests

revealed that the relative position of the frontiers is

different at a statistically significant level. As IFAB is close

to 1, this implies that none of the groups dominates the

other in productivity terms for all the input-output mixes

observed in the sample. However, some of the ratios

underlying the calculation of the index IFAB are signifi-

cantly above 1, whereas others are below 1, meaning that

the frontiers cross over, and in fact there are significant

differences between the location of the frontiers. In order

to identify the most productive frontier for some regions

of the production possibility set, we have to analyse the

Table 3 Functional form of the efficient frontier for cases I–IV

Case Efficient frontier for group A Efficient frontier for group B

Case I yA¼ 0.6 x1
0.4 x2

0.6, x1-U250,1080 and x2-U200,600 yB¼ 0.6 x1
0.405 x2

0.595, x1-U310,800 and x2-U100,900

Case II yA¼ 0.7 x1
0.5 x2

0.5, x1-U100,760 and x2-U80,550 yB¼ 0.5 x1
0.5 x2

0.5, x1-U310,1080 and x2-U380,830

Case III yA¼ 0.6 x1
0.4 x2

0.6, x1-U250,1080 and x2-U200,600 yB¼ 0.55 x0.7 x0.3, x1-U310,800 and x2-U100,900

Case IV yA¼ 0.6 x1
0.4 x2

0.6, x1-U250,1080 and x2-U200,600 yB¼ 0.55 x1
0.7 x2

0.3, x1-U310,800 and x2-U100,900

Table 4 Inefficiency distributions for the samples generated

Case Group A’s inefficiency Group B’s inefficiency

Case I Half-normal (0,0.4) Half-normal (0,0.1)
Case II Half-normal (0,0.1) Half-normal (0,0.11)
Case III Half-normal (0,0.1) Half-normal (0,0.11)
Case IV Half-normal (0,0.1) Half-normal (0,0.11)

Table 5 Results of the Malmquist index and statistical tests for cases I–IV

Efficiency comparison Frontier comparison

Case I: IEAB¼ 0.834 IFAB¼ 0.996
Similar frontiers K–S test: pE0)Ho rejected K–S tests: for group A: p¼ 0.987)Ho not rejected
Different efficiencies for group B: p¼ 0.142)Ho not rejected
IAB¼ 0.831 Conclusion: within-group efficiencies are different Conclusion: the frontiers are similar

Case II: IEAB¼ 0.996 IFAB¼ 1.424
Different frontiers K–S test: p¼ 0.711)Ho not rejected K–S tests: for group A: pE0)Ho rejected
Similar efficiencies for group B: pE0)Ho rejected
IAB¼ 1.418 Conclusion: the efficiencies are similar Conclusion: the frontiers are different

Case III: IEAB¼ 0.995 IFAB¼ 0.994
Different frontiers K–S test: p¼ 0.393)Ho not rejected K–S tests: for group A: pE0)Ho rejected
Similar efficiencies for group B: pE0)Ho rejected
IAB¼ 0.990 Conclusion: the efficiencies are similar Conclusion: the frontiers are different

Case IV: IEAB¼ 0.990 IFAB¼ 0.990
Different frontiers K–S test: p¼ 0.176¼Ho not rejected K–S tests: for group A: pE0)Ho rejected
Similar efficiencies for group B: pE0)Ho rejected
IAB¼ 0.980 Conclusion: the efficiencies are similar Conclusion: the frontiers are different
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individual ratios underlying the calculation of the index

IFAB. The advantage of using the procedure proposed

in this paper is to highlight situations where differences

between groups are significant, but where the MI, without

the association with hypothesis tests, would lead to a mis-

leading conclusion that the groups have similar frontiers.

The correct conclusion is that the average frontier

productivity is the same, but the frontiers are different.

Case IV is similar to case III and only intends to explore

if differences in sample size would bias the results. As

the analysis of case IV leads to similar conclusions as

those obtained for case III, concerning the comparison of

efficiency spreads and frontier productivity, we conclude

that the hypothesis tests can lead to the correct conclusion

even for analysis involving unequally sized samples.

The methodology developed in this paper, which

associates the use of Malmquist indices with statistical

tests, has successfully reached correct conclusions con-

cerning the differences in frontier productivity and

efficiency spreads between groups for the illustrative

examples considered.

4. Empirical analysis of retail store efficiency and

productivity

4.1. Context: The Portuguese retail sector

In the 1980s, the Portuguese retail sector was characterised

by the existence of several small stores. The level of

competition was low, and most companies had reduced

capacity to innovate and limited power to negotiate with

suppliers. With Portugal’s entrance to the European Union

(EU) in 1986, the sector embarked on transformations

caused, among other factors, by increased competition,

changes in consumer behaviour and the improvement

of the country’s socio-economic conditions. The increase

in families’ income was accompanied by an increase in

indebtness of families, particularly incentivised by the

reduction of interest rates and inflation. This caused a

change in the families consumption pattern, with higher

amounts spent on accommodation, transports, commu-

nication and consumer electronics, and a reduction of

consumption associated with basic needs, such as food

and clothes. These factors significantly modified consumer

behaviour and affected the strategy of retailing companies.

Consumer behaviour is characterised by making multi-

purpose shopping trips, combining purchases for different

product categories and reducing the number of trips at a

particular time period (Leszczyc et al, 2004). This is derived

by the increased need for shoppers to optimise their time

spent shopping because demands of every day professional

and personal life have increased for most shoppers.

Retailers have responded to this need by providing a wide

assortment of products allowing consumers to combine

purchases in multiple product categories.

The Portuguese retail sector is nowadays a mature sector,

whose importance to the Portuguese economy increased

significantly in the past few years, rising from a volume

of business of h2634 million in 1988 to h10710 million in

2005 (according to the retailing statistics compiled by

the Nielsen company). The sector is dominated by four

commercial groups, two Portuguese (Sonae, Jerónimo

Martins) and two French (Intermarché, Auchan). Compe-

tition is high, and has been intensified by the entrance to

the market of discount stores. The balance between the

number of traditional grocery stores and the number of

stores with modern formats (ie, supermarkets and hyper-

markets with large sales areas) parallels the levels observed

in Europe (according to the Portuguese Association of

Retailing Companies – APED, the average market share of

stores with modern formats in Portugal is 78% and in

Europe is 86%).

In this highly competitive context, the downward

pressure on sales margins demands additional efforts to

rationalise processes and increase operations control, as

well as to improve customer services and to maintain a

loyal relationship with costumers. This makes efficiency

assessment and improvement a key objective of retail

organisations.

4.2. The organisation used as case study

The organisation used as case study has two main store

types, hypermarkets and supermarkets, which constitute a

chain operating in Portugal. These groups differ in the

stores’ sales area and in the market conditions of stores’

catchment area. The hypermarkets are located in large

urban areas, whereas the supermarkets are located in

smaller urban areas. The hypermarkets sales area ranges

between 4120 m2 and 18 670 m2, whereas the supermarkets

area is about 2850 m2. The layout of the stores analysed is

organised in five sections: grocery (includes non-perishable

food and drinks), perishables (includes meat, fish, fruit,

vegetables and bread), textiles (includes footwear and

clothes for men, women and children), household goods

(includes cleaning products and books) and household

appliances (includes hardware, audio, video and compu-

ters). We analysed a sample consisting of 18 hypermarkets

and 18 supermarkets. The stores were selected by the man-

agers of the company, to ensure homogeneity in the sample

analysed and relevance of the results for the management

of the store network, particularly for the planning and

control department of the company. The data collected

included all hypermarkets of the organisation at the time

of this study. All stores had a layout with the household

appliances section located in a separate area next to the

main store.

The activity of each store is defined both by central

management and local store management. Central

management is in charge of the negotiation of contracts
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with suppliers, the definition of promotional policies and

the selection of products and establishment of prices. The

main decisions that are under the responsibility of local

managers concern the organisation of the promotional

events, the layout of the products in the shelves, the

personnel recruitment and the store image. It is also a

responsibility of the store to control the stocks and number

of products spoiled, and monitor the adjustment of prices

to the competitors and product ranges to the customer

needs. The DEA model enables the modeller/management

to estimate store efficiency and to set targets for inefficient

stores. This efficiency measure reflects the ability of local

management to operate close to the group-specific best-

practice frontier.

4.3. Model specification

The DEA model used to assess the two groups of stores,

hypermarkets and supermarkets, was output oriented with

constant returns to scale, as described in (1). Thus, the

store efficiency score, 1/y�, includes all the inefficiency

sources related to scale size and resource under-utilisation.

Scale efficiency reflects the inefficiency because of store

size whereas pure technical efficiency reflects inefficient

operation of the store.

In order to model the store activity, the input-output set

should cover the full range of resources used and capture the

outputs that are relevant for the objectives of the analysis.

Good (1984) proposes a list of possible measures of retail

outputs and inputs. Outputs are usually measured by the

number of transactions, physical units sold, value added and

sales value. Inputs are measured as the hours of labour

employed, number of employees, wages, area of the store,

inventory and advertising cost. According to Mahajan

(1991), Donthu and Yoo (1998) and Athanassopoulos

(2004), the inputs and outputs for retail productivity

assessments should include controllable and uncontrollable

factors (such as competitive conditions, population and

per capita income). Although these factors are not subject

to managerial control, they also need to be considered in

the performance assessments to ensure fair comparisons.

Thus, the DEA model should include the resources used,

the outputs achieved and the uncontrollable factors, which

are relevant to contextualise the assessment. Next, we

describe the main input and output measures used in

previous DEA studies of retailing services. The main inputs

used were floor area, number of employees, stock and

operational expenses (see Athanassopoulos and Ballantine,

1995; Thomas et al, 1998; Grewal et al, 1999; Keh and Chu,

2003; Barros and Alves, 2004; Camanho et al, 2009). The

outputs can include sales value (in Athanassopoulos and

Ballantine, 1995; Grewal et al, 1999; Keh and Chu, 2003;

Camanho et al, 2009), sales value and profit (in Thomas

et al, 1998) or sales value and operational results (in Barros

and Alves, 2004).

The inputs and outputs defined for evaluating store

performance are described in Figure 2. The resources

included in the DEA model were the floor area, the value

of the products in stock, the number of stock keeping

units (ie, the number of different products available in

the store), the value of the products stolen or spoiled and

the number of full-time equivalent employees. The input

market size reflects the environmental conditions faced

by the stores, as more favourable market conditions

promote higher sales.

The output of the model is the total value of store

sales. This enables to measure the ability of each store to

maximise the sales by using its resources, taking into

account the environmental conditions. Sales maximisation

is the main objective of store managers, as the performance

of the stores is assessed by the planning and control

department of the retailing organisation based on a

comparison of the store total sales with the target specified

annually by the administration. Although this is a crude

measure of the activity of each store, that could be further

refined by separating the sales by individual store sections,

this is outside the scope of this paper. A detailed analysis

of performance of store sections and optimisation of

resource allocation within the stores is available in Vaz

et al (2010). Note that central management is in charge of

the negotiation of contracts with suppliers, the definition of

promotional policies and the selection of products and

establishment of prices for each store of the chain. Thus,

the stores in each group tend to sell the products at

the same price. There is an exception for perishables

products (because of their rapid deterioration) and for some

products that have the highest visibility to customers, as

shoppers tend to memorise their prices. These are

determined taken into account the prices observed in

competitors located in the surrounding area of a given

store. Therefore, each store does not have direct respon-

sibility in maximizing profit but rather in maximizing the

total sales value. This implies that the targets defined by

the central management for each store are based on sales

value.

The floor area of the store represents its size, which has

a direct influence on the volume of sales. According to a

study undertaken by the company used as case study,

a store with a larger floor area is more appealing to

customers. The study concluded that the customer has the

Figure 2 Inputs and output of store.
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perception that a larger store has everything he/she needs.

Thus, the floor area has a favourable impact on sales.

Considering two stores with identical sales, the store that

achieves these results with less floor area should be

evaluated as being more efficient than the other. As argued

by Desmet and Renaudin (1998) and Campo and

Gijsbrechts (2004), floor area is considered the most

important resource for retailers, although in most cases it

is not controllable by store managers, at least in the short

run. All the stores analysed in this study have similar

equipments (eg, shelves, freezing equipment, cutting and

packing machines), and therefore it was not considered

necessary to specify a different input to represent this

factor of production.

The stock is the value of the products that each store has

available to sell. Considering two stores with identical

sales, the store that achieves this results with less stock

should be evaluated as being more efficient than the other.

The number of stock keeping units represents the diversity

of products available in the store. Thus, a store with a

larger number of stock keeping units can satisfy the

customer needs to a greater extent. Our model intends to

assess the capacity of the store to maximise sales taking

into account the variety of products sold and the value

invested in stock, so both variables were included as

inputs of the model, despite the high correlation between

them.

The products spoiled relates to the amount lost with

products stolen, damaged, spoiled or whose validity

expired. Although this variable is a result of the activity

of the store, it is an undesirable output that the store wants

to minimise. There are several alternatives for including

this type of data in the DEA models (see Dyson et al,

2001). To make this variable isotonic, it can be included in

the model as an input, it can be deducted from a large

constant or it can be inverted. The last two alternatives

modify the measurement scale, which can make the

interpretation of the results difficult. Thus, including the

undesirable output as an input of the model was considered

the best option for the analysis reported in this paper. As a

result, stores with higher values of products spoiled are

penalised in the DEA assessment.

We measured labour by the number of full-time

equivalent employees. The input set does not include the

cost of sales, because each store does not have responsi-

bility in negotiating the price of products provided by

suppliers, as previously explained.

It was also included in the input set the variable market

size to characterise the demographic and competitive

conditions of the store catchment area. The company

analysed considers that the population and the competition

are the most critical external factors that influence store

activity. The population density, which has a positive

impact on sales, is measured by the inhabitants living

in municipalities within half-hour travel time from the

store. The travel time is calculated considering an average

speed of 50km/h. Conversely, competition has a negative

contribution to sales. This variable is measured by the floor

space of competitive stores within half-hour travel time

from the store. Therefore, the variable used for represent-

ing market size is the population in the catchment area,

adjusted by the floor space of the competitive stores,

measured by the number of inhabitants per m2 of com-

petitors floor space.

Table 6 shows the summary statistics of the inputs and

output of the 36 stores analysed. Table 6 shows that in

hypermarkets the standard deviation of all variables is

quite high relative to the mean, indicating a considerable

amount of diversity in this type of stores.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Target setting

The targets defined for the stores are determined based on

internal benchmarking. This implies that each store is

compared with other stores within the same group. The

summary of the technical efficiency results obtained in each

Table 6 Mean and standard deviation values for the inputs and output of the hypermarkets and supermarkets

Hypermarkets Supermarkets

Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

Inputs
Floor area of the store (m2 ) 8576 3601 2837 15
Market size 15 8 11 5
Stock of the store (euros) 5 779444 2 258 766 1 658 737 158 402
No of stock keeping units 56534 12 024 28 722 2141
Number of full-time equivalent employees 343 156 71 16
Products spoiled of the store (euros) 1 064092 648 770 267 417 105 715

Output
Sales of the store (euros) 83 553352 39 090 745 16079 548 3 953 074
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group using the formulation shown in model (1) are

presented in Table 7. The average technical efficiency

values for the hypermarkets and supermarkets are shown

in Table 7.

As shown in Table 7, the high levels of efficiency

observed in each group indicate that store performance is

rather homogenous, meaning that the scope for efficiency

improvements is not very large. The assessment shows that

there are five efficient hypermarkets and seven efficient

supermarkets. In practice, observing the best practices of

the efficient stores may help the worst performing DMUs

to improve their performance.

For each inefficient store in each group, we can define

the targets for performance improvement. This is an

empirical evidence that their performance can be improved.

For example, the technical efficiency of hypermarket M68

is 74%. The original values of the inputs and output of

store M68, the DEA targets (calculated by (2)) and the

peers are presented in Table 8. The main peer of hyper-

market M68 in the DEA assessment is store M10, with a l
value equal to 0.294. The contribution of the other peer is

marginal (store M07 has a l value equal to 0.048).

The results indicate that there are two hypermarkets

(M31 and M70) and six supermarkets (L22, L57, L62, L64,

L65, L66) with slack in the constraint relative to the input

market size. This means that these inefficient stores do not

take full advantage of all their market potential, so it may

be advisable to intensify efforts to increase sales. This can

be done by increasing the sales of actual customers or

attracting new customers. In these cases, it may be required

a readjustment of the resources available at the store in

order to fully explore the market potential.

Next, we compare the efficiency spread within each

group of stores and the differences in the productivity of

the frontiers.

5.2. Groups comparison

5.2.1. Efficiency spread within groups. The value obtai-

ned for the index IEHS (4) relating to the comparison of

efficiency spread between hypermarkets (group H) and

supermarkets (group S) was 0.965 (see Figure 3). The

results of the statistical tests reported in Table 9 show that

there are not significant differences in efficiency spread

within the groups (both groups are similar in terms of

efficiency achievements). Note that a value of the index

IEHSo1 indicates that the supermarkets are closer to

their best-practice frontier than the hypermarkets.

As the DEA model used assumed CRS, the efficiency

estimate includes both a component relating to pure

technical efficiency and a component of scale efficiency.

Table 8 Detailed analysis of hypermarket M68

Observed in M68 Target for M68 Peer store M07
(l=0.048)

Peer store M10
(l=0.294)

Floor area of the store (m2) 4440 2734 6044 8329
Stock of the store (euros) 2 970537 2 133 490 4 065 348 6 606 010
Number of full-time equivalent employees 137 137 236 427
Products spoiled of the store (euros) 645531 328 908 682 025 1 009 406
No of stock keeping units 40200 19 467 49 520 58 254
Market size 12 12 38 33
Sales of the store (euros) 28 309667 38244 851 69 813 669 118 917 571

Table 7 Efficiency results

Technical efficiency Hypermarkets Supermarkets

No of efficient stores 5 7
Average efficiency (%) 91.9 95.0
Standard deviation (%) 7.8 5.6

Figure 3 Value of index IEHS and its components for the
supermarkets and hypermarkets groups.

Table 9 Statistical tests to compare the efficiency spreads
within groups

Efficiency comparison: IEHS¼ 0.965

K–S test: p=0.7658)Ho not rejected
Conclusion: the efficiency spreads are similar
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The scale efficiency is the ratio between the efficiency score

achieved assuming CRS in model (1) and the efficiency

score achieved assuming variable returns to scale, which

requires including the constraint
P

j¼ 1
n lj¼ 1 in model (1).

In order to see the impact of scale size on the efficiency

estimates, we calculated the scale efficiency estimates for

each group, and found that scale efficiency for the hyper-

markets was, on average, 99.7% and for supermarkets was

100%. Therefore, we can conclude that the two groups are

also similar in terms of scale efficiency achievements.

5.2.2. Relative position of the frontiers. The value of the

index that compares the position of the frontiers, IFHS

(5), is equal to 1.639 (see Figure 4). The statistical tests

indicated that the location of the frontiers is different

at a statistically significant level (see Table 10). We can

conclude that the productivity of the hypermarkets’

frontier is greater than the productivity of the super-

markets’ frontier.

In order to explore if the frontiers cross over, we

analysed the ratios that estimate the distance between the

frontier of the supermarkets and the frontier of the hyper-

markets at the input-output mix of the DMUs observed

in each of the groups (DS(Xi,Y i )/DH(X i,Y i ),8i ). The

results obtained are reported in Table 11. For each store i,

a ratio DS(Xi,Yi )/DH(Xi,Yi )41 means that the hyper-

markets frontier has higher productivity than the super-

markets frontier for this input-output mix. The opposite

occurs when DS(Xi,Yi )/DH(Xi,Yi ) o1.

As the ratios were above 1 for all stores, we can conclude

that the frontiers do not cross over, and the productivity

of the hypermarkets’ frontier is always greater than the

productivity of the supermarkets, for all input-output

mixes. This means that for the same input levels, the

hypermarkets can obtain higher sales than the super-

markets. This is likely to occur, because the larger sales

area of the hypermarkets enables having a larger diversity

of products available, making these stores more attractive

to customers. Hypermarkets are also located in large urban

areas, with greater sales potential. Also, hypermarkets

recruit knowledgeable and qualified staff and have a range

of specialist services suited to the specific needs of each

customer, which makes clients associate a premium quality

of service to these stores. The quantitative analysis

described in this paper enables to confirm that the

benchmarking analysis should be done separately for each

group of stores.

5.2.3. Overall group performance. The index reflecting

overall group performance IHS (3), that summarises the

comparison of efficiency and productivity levels between

the two store configurations, is equal to 1.582. Figure 5

Figure 4 Value of the index IFHS and the components relating
to each group.

Table 10 Statistical tests to compare the relative position of
the frontiers

Frontier comparison: IFHS=1.639

K–S tests: for Hypermarkets p=0.0)Ho rejected
for Supermarkets p=0.0)Ho rejected

Conclusion: the frontiers are different

Table 11 Analysis of the ratios that estimate the distance
between frontiers [DS(Xi,Yi )/DH(Xi,Yi )]

Stores assessed Geometric
mean

No. stores
with

ratio41

No. stores
with

ratioo1

All stores (i=H, S) 1.639 36 0
Hypermarkets (i=H) 2.240 18 0
Supermarkets (i=S) 1.200 18 0

Figure 5 Values of the indices IHS, IEHS and IFHS.
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summarises the values of the overall Malmquist index and

its components.

It can be concluded that the best performance of

hypermarkets is because of the highest productivity of

the group frontier. Nevertheless, there is still the potential

to improve the efficiency levels of these stores. According

to the DEA assessment, the hypermarket stores that can

be considered benchmarks are M03, M07, M10, M12 and

M69, and are characterised by having achieved the best

performance standards both in terms of efficiency levels

and frontier productivity. This means that these stores

define the location of the efficient frontier and have the

highest sales given the environmental conditions and

resources used. The inputs and outputs of these stores

are shown in Table 12.

5.3. Profitability analysis

Figure 6 shows the relationship between technical efficiency

and profitability of the stores in each group, following the

framework proposed in Boussofiane et al (1991). In each

group, the reference lines used are the average scores of

efficiency and profitability. Globally, we can observe that

hypermarkets are more profitable than supermarkets,

which could be expected given the higher productivity of

this type of stores verified in the previous section.

For each group, the contrast between efficiency and

profitability intends to facilitate the appraisal of viability

for individual stores. While efficiency assessments concen-

trate on the short run performance of individual stores, the

confrontation of profitability and efficiency indicators

enables analysing long-run viability.

The top right quadrant in Figure 6 corresponds to

‘Star’ stores as they are efficient in terms of sales and also

have high profits. These stores should be used as the

benchmarks of the organisation. These includes eight

hypermarkets and six supermarkets.

The stores in bottom right quadrant have low

profitability and high efficiency. These include three

hypermarkets and five supermarkets. These stores are

problematic as they are currently maximizing sales given

the market conditions and resources used, but have

difficulties in converting these sales into high profits.

The bottom left quadrant contains stores with poor

performance in terms of efficiency and profitability. These

include seven hypermarkets and six supermarkets. These

stores should focus on attracting more customers in

order to improve their sales, and eventually also increase

profitability.

The top left quadrant contains stores with high profit-

ability and low efficiency (called ‘Sleepers’). Achieving high

profits even without being efficient is an indication that

the market conditions are favourable. There is only one

supermarket located in this quadrant and should be a

prime candidate for an efficiency improvement effort.

Regarding the benchmarks stores presented in Table 12,

all hypermarkets are located in the ‘Star’ quadrant of

Figure 6 with the exception of store M69, which has low

profitability. This is probably explained by the less

favourable exogenous conditions faced by this store.

Table 12 The profile of benchmark stores (hypermarkets)

Store M03 Store M07 Store M10 Store M12 Store M69

Inputs

Stock of the store (euros) 6 330 484 4 065 348 6 606 010 8 150 507 3 236 948
No of stock keeping units 62 536 49 520 58 254 64 232 41 015
Number of full-time equivalent employees 326 236 427 586 242
Products spoiled of the store (euros) 562 756 682 025 1 009 406 1 137 349 619 592
Area of the store (m2) 8805 6044 8329 10 518 5065
Market size 10 38 33 12 9

Output
Sales of the store (euros) 86545 023 69 813 669 118917 571 146981 662 58 985 560

Figure 6 Stores’ efficiency and profitability.
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6. Conclusions

This paper describes a performance assessment

methodology that combines different management science

methods to provide insights concerning the performance of

stores. First, a DEA model is used to assess the stores

performance and set appropriate targets. The targets

defined for the stores are determined based on internal

benchmarking as each store is compared with other stores

of the same type (ie, hypermarkets or supermarkets).

This procedure facilitates the identification of fair bench-

marks for all stores, such that the targets provided can be

supported by comparisons with similar stores. In practice,

observing the best practices of the efficient stores may help

the worst performing DMUs to improve their efficiency.

Second, the integrated use of the MI and hypothesis tests

enables to compare globally the performance of store

groups, which requires characterizing their productivity

levels. The MI is decomposed into sub-indices for

comparing the efficiency spread in each group and the

productivity differences between the best-practice frontiers

of each group. The hypothesis tests are used to verify if the

differences between groups captured by the sub-indices

are statistically significant. The choice of the adequate

statistical tests for this purpose and the description of the

procedure combining the use of the MI with statistical

analysis is one of the main methodological contribution

of this paper. Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of the

integrated use of the MI and hypothesis tests with the

analysis of four random samples generated by a Monte

Carlo simulation. These examples highlight situations

where differences between groups are significant, although

these differences could not be detected by a simple

inspection of the Malmquist index score. The use of the

MI associated to statistical hypothesis tests is essential to

characterise the relative position of the group frontiers.

The methodology proposed can be used as an instru-

ment for efficiency and productivity assessment of retailing

stores, as illustrated in the analysis of a retail network

of hypermarkets and supermarkets operating in Portugal.

It was concluded that within each group of stores the

performance is rather homogenous, meaning that the

scope for efficiency improvements is not very large. The

analysis also suggested that two hypermarkets and six

supermarkets did not take advantage of all their market

potential. These stores should try to increase sales, which

may eventually require an adjustment to the level of

resources used. This can involve, for example, the

organisation of promotional events, the change of store

layout, the renovation of the store image, a better

recruitment of store operators, the improvement of

stock management or the adjustment of prices and

product ranges to fulfil customer needs. This should be

undertaken by observing the best practices used by the

benchmark stores identified in this research.

The comparison of performance between the groups

provided evidence to support the conclusion that the

hypermarkets have better performance than the super-

markets. Both store types are similar in terms of efficiency

achievements in relation to their group-specific frontier.

However, the hypermarkets’ frontier is more productive

than the supermarkets’ frontier, which confirms that the

benchmarking analysis of the stores should be done

separately for the two groups.

The hypermarkets were also found to be more profitable

than supermarkets, as could be expected given their higher

productivity levels. There are eight hypermarkets and

six supermarkets, which should be used as the benchmarks

of the organisation (‘Stars’) as, within their group, they

are efficient in terms of sales and also have high pro-

fitability. The practices observed in these stores should be

disseminated to stores with poor performance in terms of

efficiency and profitability.
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